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ASK THEHOW TO

EXPERTPRIME A COIL

Not many vapers could have escaped the 
frustration of the coil in an atomizer head 
reaching the end of its natural life. Flavour 
disappears, vapour diminishes, a slight burnt 
taste can become apparent, and life won’t 
feel quite right until a fresh coil is primed and 
functioning.

Coil life differs from one type of atomizer 
head to another, but there are also variations 
between individual coils of 
exactly the same type. This 
is similar to old-fashioned 
“incandescent” light bulbs, 
and for good reason. Both 
rely on a heated wire filament 
to do their job, and it is tricky 
to make coils that behave 
completely uniformly across 
production batches. My engineering “gut feel” 
is that we are doing better than many light 
bulb manufacturers, but an early coil failure is 
always a frustration.

To understand why some coils last longer, 
we need to understand how they work, and 
importantly, how they fail. 

The coil in an atomizer head heats e-liquid 
to around 260° Celsius so that it can be 
evaporated. Most e-liquids are a little unstable 
around this temperature, and tiny amounts  
of carbonized e-liquid get deposited on  
the coil and the wicking material that  
contacts it. Any part of the coil that receives 
less e-liquid from the wick will run a little 
hotter, so unless the coil and wick are in 

perfectly even contact, 
there will be areas where 
carbon builds up a little 
more quickly. 

Once enough has built 
up, flavour and vapour 
start to disappear.

Keeping power low, 
vaping gently and smoothly, and choosing 
more stable e-liquid flavours (e.g. Menthol) 
all help with longer coil life. I don’t bother with 
any of them myself. Some of my favourite 
atomizer heads are not the longest lived, so 
I always make sure I have some spares. It is a 
small expense to enjoy my vaping.
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Why do some vape coils 
last longer than others?

“We need to
understand 

how they work”

OUR HANDY
H I N TS  &  T I P S

WE MAKE
VAPING SIMPLE.
To help break down everything you need 
to know about vaping, we have created 
a video series, where we explain the key 
topics, all in two minutes or under.

To see the  
full collection  
of 2 minute  
videos, scan  
the QR code

3 simple steps to priming your atomizer head.

Slowly add a few drops 

of e-liquid onto the wicking 

material of your atomizer 

head. Try to avoid the 

middle to stop flooding.

Install your atomizer head 

in your tank and fill with 

e-liquid as normal. Leave 

it to soak for 5-10 minutes 

before taking your first draw.

Before you use your 

atomizer head for the 

first time, take a few sharp 

draws on your device to 

ensure your atomizer head 

is fully saturated.

1 2 3

For more information or to find your nearest store, 
visit: www.totallywicked.co.uk
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EXCITING NEW FLAVOURSLATEST ARRIVALS

b l a c k  s e r i e s

luxury in
every detail

Sub-ohm  •  2ml capacity  •  Sliding top fill

disposable
vape pen

FLAVOUR

NOW AVAILABLE IN TOTALLY WICKED’S RED LABEL RANGE

With over 50 unique flavours, in 
six nicotine strengths from zero 
nicotine to 1.8% (18mg/ml), there 
is a flavour and strength in the 
Red Label range for everyone. 
 
This is the complete  
flavour experience.

NOW AVAILABLE IN
TOTALLY WICKED’S
RED LABEL RANGE

M A D E  I N  T H E  U K

NEW
pink
lemonade

landing mid nov available early december

out now
out now

out now

COMING SOON

8 great 
flavours

to choose 
from

Vaping made simple.
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